What’s New With Threads?

STITCH of the Month

Ribbon Floss

Hungarian Ground

Okay, so it isn’t really new, but it
is a great thread with many subtle
variations to enhance your stitching.
We have the full line of colors in all
three types of Ribbon Floss, regular,
Metallic Ribbon Floss and Shimmer
Blend Ribbon Floss.
For those who aren’t familiar with
Ribbon Floss, it is a 100% rayon, flat
ribbon approximately 1/8” wide.
Don’t let its size fool you. The real
beauty of Ribbon Floss is that it
works equally well on both 18 and 13
count canvas. The ribbon is very
soft, so it squishes nicely to fit on
18ct, while still lying smoothly, and
sort of expands for use on 13 ct,
while still covering the canvas nicely.
When stitching with Ribbon Floss or
any other flat ribbon type thread it is
often helpful to use a laying tool to
control the thread. (If you’ve never
worked with a laying tool stop by for
a demonstration and we will be glad
to show you how it’s done.) The
extra effort of making sure your
stitches lie smoothly side by side is
well worth it when you see the final
results.
Regular Ribbon Floss will add a satin
looking section to your stitching,
Metallic Ribbon Floss creates a
smooth subtle metallic, and the
Shimmer Blend Ribbon Floss looks
like satin with just a hint of metallic
sparkle added. Select the thread and
color that will add just the right highlight to your stitching.

Hungarian Ground is a flat stitch with many different uses. By simply
changing the colors or the threads you can totally alter its appearance and
feel. It is a stitch that is easy to learn and easy to compensate which then
allows you to have fun with it.
Stitch it all in one color as a background and quickly finish an area. Use
two different shades, possibly of a green, creating a slightly striped effect
for a Christmas tree. Choose two different threads both in the same
color and create an elegant brocade pattern. Two contrasting colors will
create a busy pattern.

QUICK GIFT IDEA
Need a quick gift? Take a small piece of blank canvas and some of your
leftover threads, stitch a small area of Hungarian Ground and insert in
one of Lee’s new pre finished leather accessories (see page 3). It makes an
elegant gift anyone is sure to appreciate.
For a more personal gift, draw the recipient’s monogram on the canvas
first, stitch with Basketweave in a dark color. Complete the background
in Hungarian Ground worked in two thread types of the same color surrounding the monogram with brocade..
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